SIEGE OF WANDVVASI
proof of our trustworthiness and humanity. Consider it the
best opportunity to expedite this affair at present; for it is our
good luck that the enemy is far away taking rest at KanjL It
will be the best policy to attack the fort during night, for by
the time the enemy comes to know of it and girds up his loins,
we can subjugate it."
On the approval of all the other councillors, M. Lally also
agreed to this as a suitable plan.  Then, with this useless idea, he
started   during night from Arcot with his whole army and laid
siege to the fort. Imagining that he was skilful in his work and
desiring eagerly to bring his score to equality with the sarkar's,
he opened   lire vigorously  and   exerted  himself  uselessly in a
way that tails description. But JVbdu'I-Wjihhfib Khan Bahadur and
Colonel Coote had stored there every kind of provision necessary
for the army, and had deputed experienced men, both English and
Indian, in view of their own absence and the certainty of trea-
chery of the French.    These men, namely the servants of the
sarkar and the   English,   took a  firm stand, rained  fire,  and
scattered the bodies of impudent men as ashes to the wind of
destruction.    Thus the calculations of    M.   Lally went wrong.
After a series of attacks he achieved nothing but sorrow at the
loss  of  his  army-      However  much   this  helpless  man   put
forth the  strength of his labours to run against the intrench-
ment, he did not achieve anything but the disgrace of failure.
Immediately   after  hearing this news  Abdul-Wahhab    Khan
Bahadur,   and   Colonel Coote,   marched out   with  their army,
stationed   themselves   at the foot of the hill of Wandwasi, and
divided  it into many troops:    one troop, composed only of the
soldiers of the Padshah, was commanded by  Colonel  Coote;
another, the soldiers of the company under the English sarddrs;
the third,  Indian   sepoys under Muhammad Yusuf Khan: the
fourth and fifth consisted of horse of the sarkar, under Ghazanfar
AH Khan and Muhammad Abf ar Khan,    These were appointed
to fight against the enemy and were equipped with cannon and
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